Your end-to-end investigation & evidence
management solution
Managing your evidence from intake to review and final report can be unnecessarily
challenging – spending time entering the same data into different systems, using portable
media to share evidence, waiting for physical deliveries of evidence, or dealing with
workstations that crash from file downloads. Adding additional stress, law enforcement
agencies are now seeing that external media is often not up to the task of long-term storage.
These inefficiencies can result in needless delays, mishandled or lost evidence, an investigation
moving on before the evidence is reviewed, or a declaration of mistrial.
As digital evidence sources per case continues to grow, running defensible, compliant and
ethical investigations requires new best practices specific to digital evidence management.
Cellebrite Guardian solves these issues for your agency with one end-to-end solution.
MANAGE YOUR EVIDENCE

SHARE EVIDENCE AND REPORTS

Safely, securely, centrally and ethically, while
overcoming drains on budgets and resources
from hardware costs.

Instantly, easily, and appropriately while
maintaining full auditability and chain of
custody to keep evidence clean and court-ready.

UNMATCHED REVIEW CAPABILITIES

HIGHLY SECURE STORAGE

The only system with immediate review of
UFDR reports directly in your browser – no
downloads needed.

Unlimited scale for centralized data and
procedure management.

SAAS-BASED SYSTEM

ONE END-TO-END SOLUTION

Scalable and compliance-tested with secure
access from anywhere, on any device, at any
time.

Simple and intuitive, you already know how to
use it.
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Cellebrite Guardian is a simple, secure and scalable SaaS solution for investigation and evidence management.
From collection to courtroom, Cellebrite Guardian provides you with unmatched review capabilities and enables you
to manage your evidence and investigative workflow – wherever you are.
With Cellebrite Guardian as your investigative partner, you save time and resources while ensuring security
and privacy.

EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT

SHARING

REVIEW

• Highly secure cloud storage

• Unlimited users

• Immediate review of UFDR reports
directly – from anywhere

• All-encompassing, customizable
evidence management – both
physical and digital

• Advanced roles and permissions
management

• Tag events and collaborate

• Streamlined investigator, examiner
and prosecutor workflow

• Immediate delivery and notification
of shared files

• Intuitive user experience

• Unlimited scalability

• Audit logs & usage indication

• Keep data private, clean and courtready

• Centralized data & procedure
management

• Full monitoring for chain of custody

• Designed to ISO 17025
requirements

Cellebrite Guardian is now available. No software, no installation – just a browser.
Learn more about how Cellebrite Guardian can accelerate time to evidence and help you and your team
resolve cases, faster.
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